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1. Introduction 

The Commission Regulation (EU) 2016/1719 of 26 September 2016 establishing a Guideline on Forward 
Capacity Allocation (hereinafter “FCA Regulation”) overarching goal is to promote the development of 
liquid and competitive forward markets in a coordinated way across Europe, and provide market 
participants with possibilities to hedge their risk associated with cross-border electricity trading. In order to 
deliver these objectives, a number of steps are required.  

One of these steps is to ensure sufficient cross-zonal risk hedging opportunities. Pursuant to Article 30 of 
the FCA Regulation, Transmission System Operator, Energinet has in coordination with the Transmission 
System Operator Affärsverket svenska kraftnät (hereinafter “TSOs”) developed a proposal for 
Arrangements to ensure cross-zonal risk hedging opportunities (Hereinafter referred to as “Arrangements 

for hedging opportunities”).   

The Arrangements for hedging opportunities shall pursuant to Article 30(6) be submitted for approval by 
the competent regulatory authorities (Hereinafter “NRAs”) no later than six month after the request by 
competent regulatory authorities to the relevant TSOs as referred to in Article 30(5)(b) of the FCA 
Regulation. The Arrangements for hedging opportunities therefore has to be submitted for approval by the 
NRAs no later than November 17, 2017. 

This document contains an explanation of the Arrangements for hedging opportunities to be applied on the 
bidding zone borders Denmark 1 (DK1) – Sweden 3 (SE3) and Denmark 2 (DK2) – Sweden 4 (SE4). The 
terms used in this document follow the definitions of Article 2 of the Arrangements for hedging 
opportunities.  

In accordance with Article 30(1), 30(2) and 30(5) of the FCA Regulation, Danish Energy Regulatory 
Authority (DERA) and Energimarknadsinspektionen (Ei) have coordinated that the TSOss are not to issue 
long-term transmission rights for the bidding zone border between DK1 and SE3. Svenska kraftnät and 
Energinet will instead ensure that other long-term risk hedging products are made available to support the 
functioning of wholesale electricity markets. In accordance with Article 30(6) of the FCA Regulation, 
Svenska kraftnät together with Energinet shall make proposals for the necessary arrangements and submit 
them to the Ei and DERA for approval. 

In case of a new decision is taken by the relevant NRAs, pursuant to the relevant NRAs assessment related 
to Article 30(8) of the FCA Regulation, the Arrangements for hedging opportunities shall be amended 
accordingly, as set out in Article 4(12) of the FCA Regulation. The amendment has to be submitted for 
approval by the relevant TSOs to the relevant NRAs within 6 month after the decision by the relevant 
NRAs.  

 

2. Legal requirements and interpretation  

This chapter contains references to relevant articles in the FCA Regulation and the decisions by the relevant 
NRAs. Furthermore, a description is given on how the articles are interpreted in order to set the scope for 
the Arrangements for hedging opportunities. 

Article 30 of the FCA Regulation provides the following: 

”1. TSOs on a bidding zone border shall issue long-term transmission rights unless the competent 
regulatory authorities of the bidding zone border have adopted coordinated decisions not to issue long-
term transmission rights on the bidding zone border. When adopting their decisions, the competent 
regulatory authorities of the bidding zone border shall consult the regulatory authorities of the relevant 
capacity calculation region and take due account of their opinions. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.259.01.0042.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2016:259:TOC
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.259.01.0042.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2016:259:TOC
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2.   Where long-term transmission rights do not exist on a bidding zone border at the entry into force of this 
Regulation, the competent regulatory authorities of the bidding zone border shall adopt coordinated 
decisions on the introduction of long-term transmission rights no later than six months after the entry into 
force of this Regulation. 

 

3.  The decisions pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be based on an assessment, which shall identify 
whether the electricity forward market provides sufficient hedging opportunities in the concerned bidding 
zones. The assessment shall be carried out in a coordinated manner by the competent regulatory authorities 
of the bidding zone border and shall include at least: 

(a) a consultation with market participants about their needs for cross-zonal risk hedging 
opportunities on the concerned bidding zone borders; 

(b) an evaluation. 

… 

5.  In case the assessment referred to in paragraph 3 shows that there are insufficient hedging opportunities 
in one or more bidding zones, the competent regulatory authorities shall request the relevant TSOs: 

(a) to issue long-term transmission rights; or 

(b) to make sure that other long-term cross-zonal hedging products are made available to support the 
functioning of wholesale electricity markets. 

 

6.  In case the competent regulatory authorities choose to issue a request as referred to in paragraph 5(b), 
the relevant TSOs shall develop the necessary arrangements and submit them to the competent regulatory 
authorities' approval no later than six months after the request by the competent regulatory authorities. 
Those necessary arrangements shall be implemented no later than six months after approval by the 
competent regulatory authorities. The competent regulatory authorities may extend the implementation time 
upon request from the relevant TSOs by a period of no more than 6 months. 

… 

8.   Upon a joint request of the TSOs on a bidding zone border or at their own initiative, and at least every 
4 years, the competent regulatory authorities of the bidding zone border shall perform, in cooperation with 
the Agency, an assessment pursuant to paragraphs 3 to 5.” 
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The relevant NRAs decisions provide the following:1 

SEKRETARIATSAFGØRELSE 

SEKRETARIATSAFGØRELSE OM MULIGHEDER 

FOR OMRÅDEOVERSKRIDENDE RISIKOAFDÆKNING 

I ELMARKEDET 

17. maj 2017 

”AFGØRELSE 

18. Sekretariatet for Energitilsynet træffer på baggrund af vedlagte sagsfremstilling 
og begrundelse afgørelse om: 
 
• At der ikke indføres langsigtede transmissionsrettigheder på overføringsforbindelserne DK1-SE3 og 

DK2-SE4 i henhold til intentionsdokument aftalt mellem Energimarknadsinspektionen og Sekretariatet 
for Energitilsynet (Bilag 2) samt Artikel 30, stk. 1 i Kommissionens forordning (EU) 2016/1719 af 26. 
september 2016 om fastsættelse af retningslinjer for langsigtet kapacitetstildeling. 
 

• Sekretariatet for Energitilsynet anmoder samtidig Energinet.dk om at sikre, i samarbejde med den 
systemansvarlige i Sverige, Affärsverket Svenska Kraftnät, at der er andre langsigtede 
afdækningsprodukter vedrørende overførselskapacitet på overførings-forbindelserne DK1-SE3 og 
DK2-SE4 til rådighed til at understøtte engros-elektricitetsmarkedernes funktion i henhold til Artikel 
30, stk. 5, litra b i Kommissionens forordning (EU) 2016/1719 af 26. september 2016 om fastsættelse af 
retningslinjer for langsigtet kapacitetstildeling.” 

 
 

Energimarknadsinspektionen 
Datum 2017-04-12 

Beslut att det inte ska utfärdas långsiktiga överföringsrättigheter 
 
”Beslut 

Energimarknadsinspektionen (Ei) beslutar att: 
 
1. Affärsverket svenska Kraftnät (SvK) inte ska utfärda långsiktiga överföringsrättigheter för 

elområdesgränsen Danmark 1 (DK1) – Sverige 3 (SE3). 
 

2. SvK ska tillsammans med den systemansvariga i Danmark, Energinet.dk, säkerställa att andra 
långsiktiga risksäkringsprodukter för överföring mellan elområde SE3 och DK1 görs tillgängliga som 
ett stöd till elgrossistmarknadernas funktion. 
 

3. SvK ska tillsammans mad Energginet.dk. utarbeta de nödvändiga arrangemangen och lämna in dem till 
Ei och den danska tillsynsmyndigheten, Energitilsynet (DERA), för godkännande senast sex månader 
efter begäran under punkt 2.” 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Decision by DERA: http://energitilsynet.dk/el/afgoerelser/sekretariatsafgoerelser/sekretariatsafgoerelser-oevrige/muligheder-for-omraadeoverskridende-

risikoafdaekning-i-elmarkedet/. 
Decision by Ei: http://ei.se/sv/for-energiforetag/el/Natforeskrifter-och-kommissionsriktlinjer-for-el/Natkod---Forward-Capacity-Allocation/. 

http://energitilsynet.dk/el/afgoerelser/sekretariatsafgoerelser/sekretariatsafgoerelser-oevrige/muligheder-for-omraadeoverskridende-risikoafdaekning-i-elmarkedet/
http://energitilsynet.dk/el/afgoerelser/sekretariatsafgoerelser/sekretariatsafgoerelser-oevrige/muligheder-for-omraadeoverskridende-risikoafdaekning-i-elmarkedet/
http://ei.se/sv/for-energiforetag/el/Natforeskrifter-och-kommissionsriktlinjer-for-el/Natkod---Forward-Capacity-Allocation/
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Energimarknadsinspektionen 
Datum 2017-04-12 

Beslut att det inte ska utfärdas långsiktiga överföringsrättigheter 
 
”Beslut 

Energimarknadsinspektionen (Ei) beslutar att: 
 
1. Affärsverket svenska Kraftnät (SvK) inte ska utfärda långsiktiga överföringsrättigheter för 

elområdesgränsen Danmark 2 (DK2) – Sverige 4 (SE4). 
 

2. SvK ska tillsammans med den systemansvariga i Danmark, Energinet.dk, säkerställa att andra 
långsiktiga risksäkringsprodukter för överföring mellan elområde SE4 och DK2 görs tillgängliga som 
ett stöd till elgrossistmarknadernas funktion. 
 

3. SvK ska tillsammans mad Energginet.dk. utarbeta de nödvändiga arrangemangen och lämna in dem till 
Ei och den danska tillsynsmyndigheten, Energitilsynet (DERA), för godkännande senast sex månader 
efter begäran under punkt 2.” 

 
 

2.1 Interpretation and scope of the Arrangements for hedging opportunities 

Firstly, it should be noted that the assessment conducted by the NRAs found that there only exits 
inefficiency in the financial markets in the two Danish bidding zones DK1 and DK2. Secondly it should be 
noted that the NRAs decision is not to issue long-term transmission rights on the bidding-zone borders 
DK1-SE3 and DK2-SE4 but, the Arrangements for hedging opportunities shall focus on ensuring that other 
long-term cross-zonal hedging products are made available to support the functioning of the wholesale 
electricity markets.  

Based on the above the TSOs have the responsibility to support the financial markets, and increase hedging 
opportunities in DK1 and DK2. The increased hedging opportunities should in theory lower the risk 
premiums paid by the end-consumers when hedging their price risk in the energy market.  

It is however not the role of the TSOs to increase liquidity in order to make the markets more attractive for 
speculative participants. An increase in liquidity where speculative participants have most to gain would 
ultimately be at the expense of the end-customers. This is due to the fact that supporting financial markets 
will come at a cost for the TSOs that ultimately will be funded through transmission network tariffs. If this 
support doesn’t benefit tariff customers then the TSO will inadvertently have created redistribution between 
end-customers and speculative agents, and this is not the TSOs responsibility or aim.  

Lastly the TSOs do not aim to undermine the markets ability to solve issues by itself. Only when the market 
cannot solve issues and it has an adverse effect on end-customers would it be justified for the TSOs to 
intervene if so decided by the concerned NRAs.  

In short the purpose of the TSOs intervention in the financial markets is to ensure socioeconomic efficient 
hedging opportunities for producers and consumers.  

The Arrangements for hedging opportunities shall be amended in case of a new decision is taken after a 
new assessment by the NRAs either by joint request for the TSOs of the concerned bidding zone or at the 
NRAs own initiative.  
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The following is not part of the Arrangements for hedging opportunities, but should be applied from such a 
time when these have been approved and implemented: 

- Transparency requirements.  

- Single Allocation Platform requirements, according to Article 48 of the FCA Regulation. 

- Harmonised allocation rules, according to Article 51 of the FCA Regulation. 

- Nomination rules, according to Article 36 of the FCA Regulation, require separate approval by 

relevant NRAs. 

- Methodology for splitting long-term cross-zonal capacity, according to Article 16 of the FCA 

Regulation, require separate NRA approval on CCR level. 

- Methodology for capacity calculation for long-term timeframes, according to Article 10 of the FCA 

regulation, require separate NRA approval on CCR level. 

- Regional design of long-term transmission rights, according to Article 31 of the FCA Regulation, 

require separate NRA approval on CCR level.       

 

2.2 Process 

Articles 30 of the FCA Regulation require that the Arrangements to ensure hedging opportunities is 
developed in cooperation with the concerned TSOs.  

The Arrangement to ensure hedging opportunities have been developed together with the relevant 
Transmission System Operator Affärsverket Svenska kraftnät, to ensure cross-zonal risk hedging 
opportunities on the relevant borders between Denmark and Sweden 

 

3. Analysis done by the TSOs 

Since there is no description or definition of "other long-term cross-zonal hedging products" as given in 
Article 30(5)(b) of the FCA Regulation, the range of possible products can be considered wide. The 
objective of the FCA Regulation is to ensure efficient hedging opportunities for producers and consumers 
to hedge their future price risk within the relevant bidding zone.  

There are potentially several different products that may be implemented in order to meet the NRAs 
request. It is clear, however, that TSO-intervention in the Nordic financial market of one bidding zone or on 
a bidding zone border may affect the functioning of the rest of the Nordic financial market. This has been 
examined by the TSOs2 to investigate the legal aspects of the different products that can be taken to fulfil 
the decision by the NRAs.  

Further to this the TSOs have conducted a workshop requesting the market participants of the Nordic 
market to give input to the products investigated and also ensure that all possible products was examined. 
Based on the investigations of products, the legal aspect and the input from the market participants the 
TSOs have evaluated the economic efficiency to ensure that the proposed product establish socioeconomic 
efficient hedging opportunities for producers and consumers.  

 

3.1 Current setup 

In the Nordic region the financial markets are structured around a common Nordic financial system price 
contract and EPAD contracts (Electricity Price Area Differentials). In combination these contracts are used 
as a perfect hedge for the day-ahead price risk in the different bidding zones within the Nordics.  

                                                           
2
 All Nordic TSO’s have contributed to the examination, however the Arrangements for hedging opportunities is the responsibility of Energinet, and thus reflects 

Energinets  views on cross-zonal hedging products. 
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The day-ahead system price is a virtual price and can be interpreted as the common Nordic price if there 
were no limitations on physical flows. This virtual price for the Nordic region is calculated every day by the 
day-ahead market algorithm alongside the individual area-prices for the different bidding zones. The 
financial system price contract settles against the day-ahead system price. If financial markets only had 
financial system price contracts available and a hedge is created with the financial system price contract, the 
market participants would be exposed to the difference between the individual area-price of the bidding 
zone and the day-ahead system price.  

EPADs are used to hedge this residual exposure between the area-price of the bidding zone and the day-
ahead system price. An EPAD is defined as the average price differential between the area-price of the 
EPAD bidding zone and the day-ahead system price. This is why combining the financial system price 
contracts with the EPADs gives a perfect hedge for area-prices of the bidding zones. These financial 
contracts give consumers and producers the possibility to hedge the volatility of the day-ahead market and 
thereby achieve a fixed price3. 

Financial contracts in the form of Nordic futures are typically traded on Nasdaq OMX Commodities 
(hereafter “Nasdaq OMX”). It is also possible to trade Nordic futures on the exchange EEX. However on 
EEX the contracts are limited to financial system price contracts while Nasdaq OMX also offers EPAD 
contracts. On Nasdaq OMX the financial system price contract can be traded 10 years ahead while the 
EPAD contracts can be traded 3 to 4 years ahead depending on the bidding zone. On EEX, the financial 
system price contract can be traded 6 years ahead.  

The liquidity is concentrated to Nasdaq OMX, and the primary trading behaviour in the Nordics is either 
trading via Nasdaq OMX or via brokers. The EC Group presentation “Methods for evaluation of the Nordic 
forward market for electricity”4 supports the trading behaviour stating that 60 pct. of the volume was traded 
on Nasdaq OMX while 40 pct. was traded OTC over the period 2013-2015. The financial system price 
contracts are more liquid as hedging interest in this product stems from the entire Nordic region while only 
consumers and producers in a given bidding zone have an interest in the EPAD for hedging purposes. The 
need for brokers in the Nordic markets is somewhat linked to the liquidity. When liquidity is low spreads 
will increase all else being equal. When there are large spreads in a market, the cost of having a broker 
facilitate trades is easier to justify via saved trading costs. This explains the reason why more EPAD trades 
are done via broker than financial system price trades. The EC Group Report “Methods for evaluation of 
the Nordic forward market for electricity” 5 quantifies that the Nasdaq OMX market share for financial 
system price contracts is roughly 60 pct. while EPADs only have a market share of 20 pct.  

The market standard for hedging consumption and production is 5 years ahead within the Nordic region, so 
with the current market setup the market participants must already accept some proxy hedging6 as EPADs 
have a lower tenor7. It is not considered a market imperfection that market participants need to use proxy 
hedging in some instances. In the current market setup, proxy hedging is widely used as a means of 
reducing risk while optimising hedging cost, and thus the fact that EPADs are not available to match market 
standards8 is not considered to be an issue for market participants. Lastly if market participants do not wish 
to use proxy hedging they can simply choose only to offer hedging services for the timeframe available in 
the financial markets (3-4 years ahead). 

 

                                                           
3
 This disregards concepts like profile and volume risk which are out of scope for these Arrangements for hedging opportunities.  

4
 http://www.nordicenergyregulators.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/EC-Group.pdf (slide 5). 

5
 http://www.nordicenergyregulators.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/161208-Methods-for-evaluation-of-the-Nordic-forward-market-for-electricity.pdf., page 54 

6
 Proxy hedging is used to describe an imperfect hedge where other contracts are used due to high correlation i.e. if you use a year 4 financial system price contract to 

hedge a year 5 financial system price contract, due to higher liquidity in year 4. 
7
 Tenor is defined as the time period of a contract. 

8
 With market standards it is mean the products usually offered for hedging purposes for end-customers. 

http://www.nordicenergyregulators.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/EC-Group.pdf
http://www.nordicenergyregulators.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/161208-Methods-for-evaluation-of-the-Nordic-forward-market-for-electricity.pdf
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3.2 Possible products and their option to ensure risk hedging opportunities 

Although the range of products can be considered wide it is specifically products that support the EPAD 
market that are of interest from the perspective of the examination for the Arrangements for hedging 
opportunities.  

In November 2015 the Nordic NRAs (NordREG) commissioned a study by THEMA and Hagman9 on how 
a TSO could support the long-term financial market. In the study six products were investigated: 

1. Support Market Maker function in EPAD contracts.  

(The TSO finances a market marker function with a sufficient tight bid-ask spreads10 and minimum 
volume.) 
 

2. Guarantee minimum spreads in EPAD contracts. 

(The TSO itself takes on the Market Maker function.) 
 

3. Auction EPAD contracts. 

(The TSO auction a volume of EPAD contracts. i.e. sells contracts if the cause is missing supply or 
buys contracts if the cause is missing demand.) 
 

4. Auction EPAD combos. 

(The TSO auction a volume of EPAD contracts in combination, so that it sells in one bidding zone and 
buys the corresponding volume in another bidding zone.) 
 

5. Auction FTR-options. 

(The TSO auction FTR-options related to the interconnection between two bidding zones.) 
 

6. Auction FTR-obligations.  

(The TSO auction FTR-obligations related to the interconnection between two bidding zones.) 
 

The study by THEMA and Hagman already discard number 2, as it has the same features as number 1 but 
with much higher costs. The TSOs have therefore examined the products 1, 3 and 4 as presented in the 
THEMA and Hagman report and additional to this, the option of trading EPADs through a service provider. 
Further the decision by DERA states the following;  

“16. Sekretariatet bemærker, at Energinet i dialog med andre TSO’er kan undersøge øgning af 
transmissionsrettigheder på andre forbindelser end de dansk-svenske grænser i sine overvejelser af 
ordninger til at forbedre afdækningsmulighederne i de danske budområder.”11 
 
It is clear from the quote above that also the possibility to increase the long-term transmission rights on 
other borders than the Swedish-Danish border should be examined. Due to these considerations the 
following products have been examined: 

• Support Market Makers 
• Auction EPAD contracts 
• Auction EPAD Combos 

                                                           
9
 THEMA Consulting Group and Hagman Energy AB, Measures to support the functioning of the Nordic financial electricity market, November 2015, ISBN nr. 978-82-

93150-84-8. 
10

 Bid-ask spread: The price difference between the highest buy-offer and lowest sell-offer.  
11 

SEKRETARIATSAFGØRELSE OM MULIGHEDER FOR OMRÅDEOVERSKRIDENDE RISIKOAFDÆKNING I ELMARKEDET, 17. maj 2017. 

http://energitilsynet.dk/om-os/nyheder/enkelt-nyhed/artikel/muligheder-for-omraadeoverskridende-risikoafdaekning-i-elmarkedet/. 
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• Buying/selling EPADs through a service provider 
• Long-term transmission rights 

 

3.2.1 Support Market Makers  

Market Makers are paid to ensure that there are bids and offers available in the market in an agreed 
timeframe, with an agreed maximum spread and at agreed volumes, thereby ensuring that trades can be 
done if a market participant has an urgent need. In the Nordic region Nasdaq OMX already has Market 
Markers for the listed price areas12, however the current market maker setup does not ensure sufficient 
liquidity.  

 

3.2.1.1 Effect on hedging opportunities in the market 

The support of Market Makers will not radically change the current market setup. Given the fact that 
Market Makers already exist the support would more concentrate on setting limits for spreads and 
increasing the minimum volumes and presence of the Market Makers. The reduction of spreads could 
facilitate smoother trading, as it would reduce trading costs. Increasing the minimum volume of a Market 
Maker is also an option. This could facilitate trading in terms of making it less costly to exit a relatively 
large position in event of e.g. Stop loss13. This in turn could make the markets more attractive.  

It is unclear whether supporting Market Makers would increase liquidity in areas where it is not clear that 
potential market participants stay out of the market due to high transaction costs or low possibility to exit a 
position in the event of Stop loss. After consulting market participants at the common Nordic workshop it 
has become clear that market participants think that supporting a Market Maker would support hedging 
opportunities.  

Due to procurement regulation a tender would be needed for a setup with a Market Maker. This could result 
in several exchanges handling the contracts and thereby splitting the already relative low liquidity and 
adding to the current liquidity problems rather than solving the issue. It is important to mention that the 
TSOs does not favour any exchange, the only interest to the TSOs is that liquidity is concentrated enough 
so that TSO-intervention doesn’t risk splitting poor liquidity.  

 

3.2.1.2 Costs 

If a market is skewed supporting a Market Maker could be very expensive. A market is said to be skewed 
when there is an overweight of either production or consumption. An example of this could be the most 
northern Swedish areas where the production is much higher than consumption. In such a market the need 
for hedging would be much larger for producers than for consumers. When supporting a Market Maker in 
such a market, the Market Maker would expect to buy contracts most of the time, thus building a position 
of contracts. In a non-skewed market the Market Maker would not expect to build a position. The Market 
Maker would offer contracts with a spread around perceived fair market value. If a participant then chooses 
to buy from the Market Maker, the Market Maker would raise the price thus expecting the next trade to be a 
sell and thereby closing out the position. If the market is skewed the Market Maker would therefore need 
compensation for the risk of building a position.  

                                                           
12

 For the Danish areas the Market Makers are Ørsted and Energi Danmark. For the remaining areas this is Vattenfall. 
13

 A Stop loss is a risk management measure, where a position is closed when the negative Mark to Market exceeds a predefined threshold. 
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The Danish wholesale markets are concentrated between a handful participants14. This situation could entail 
that very few or perhaps only one participant has the interest in becoming Market Maker under the 
conditions set by the TSOs. In this case it could be very expensive to have Market Makers and in the case 
of only one possible participant the tender would be deemed invalid due to competition law. The initial 
examination done by the TSOs indicate that more than one participant would be interested in bidding for a 
Market Maker contract in the two Danish market areas.  

 

3.2.1.3 Effect on the TSOs 

This setup would not lead to any additional financial risk for the TSOs other than the current exposure to 
congestion rents or require any additional resources after the setup is in place. The only obligation for the 
TSOs would be the financial obligation to ensure a Market Maker in the relevant markets.  

Supporting Market Makers does not lead to any financial regulation like MiFID II or EMIR15. The reason 
for this is that supporting a Market Maker is simply an agreement between the TSOs and the Market Maker 
that requires the Market Makers to uphold standards in regards to spreads and volumes of the Market 
Maker services. This means that the TSOs does not conduct any trading with a financial instrument, that 
otherwise could be regulated by the financial regulation and when the contract is in place the TSOs does not 
have any operational commitments.  

 

3.2.2 Auction EPAD contracts 

In an auction the TSOs would be either the buyer or the seller of the EPADs depending on the demand of 
the market. The TSOs could also be the seller in one area and buyer in another area if that is the need of the 
market, but there would be no connection between the amount of contracts sold/bought. The TSOs would 
define intervals in which the auctions are held as well as the type of contracts to be auctioned and the 
amount. The auction could either be performed by the TSOs, who would need a setup to handle this or the 
TSOs could try to form a partnership16 in order to outsource the auction.  

 

3.2.2.1 Effect on the hedging opportunities in the market 

Auctioning of EPAD contracts would naturally increase the liquidity of the EPADs in question as more 
EPADs would enter the market all else being equal.  

Further the auctioning off EPADs would without a doubt increase the liquidity in the market, as the market 
participants would be guaranteed a time and a place where EPADs would be traded. It is however a risk that 
the liquidity then will be concentrated around the time of the auctions, and then affect liquidity at other 
times negatively. An example of this historically was the Danish VPP (Virtual Power Plant) auctions. When 
these auctions were performed the liquidity in the Danish EPADs would increase significantly due to 
activities related to the VPP auction, and the market would have relatively low liquidity on the days 
surrounding the auctions.  

There is also a question whether the auctions influence the regular exchange trading. If the hedging needs 
are covered by the auctions then hedging interest will disappear from the regular market place, thus 
worsening the liquidity instead of supporting the market as it has been moved to the auction. The outcome 

                                                           
14

 Where Ørsted, Energi Danmark, NEAS Energy and Danske Commodities are the largest market participants. 
15

 Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) and European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR). 
16

 The most obvious partnership would be with either a forward exchange or Joint Allocation Office (JAO). 
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of this would depend on how much activity the auctions would create in the secondary market, if the 
hedging interest would primarily participate in the auctions, and the parameters of the auction such as 
frequency and auction products.  

All in all the increasing of EPAD contracts would solve the liquidity issues however the EPAD auction 
could worsen the liquidity in the regular market and thereby creating an escalation effect – by concentrating 
the liquidity around the auction time and thereby creating a need for an increase in the auction volume and 
in so concentrating the liquidity even more. 

 

3.2.2.2 Costs 

In case the TSOs would try and outsource the auction there would be a cost related to this. The most 
obvious place to outsource it would either be the forward exchanges like Nasdaq OMX or the Joint 
Allocation Office (JAO). The exchanges currently facilitate trades in financial forwards like EPADs, and 
could at the same time clear the trades however exchanges don’t currently offer forward auctions, so this 
setup would have to be developed. Another possible place of the auction could be JAO. JAO currently 
handles auctions of transmission rights. JAO would have to adapt to auctioning a financial forwards, 
however the setup for an auction is already in place.  

The EPAD auction will not necessarily yield a loss, but the TSOs add an additional profit loss risk that it 
has not previously had to manage. Further the TSOs would have to manage counterparty exposure. It would 
be reasonable to assume that the TSOs would clear the auction trades via the exchanges, which thereby 
would limit the counterparty exposure for the TSOs as well as limit the needed setup to handle collateral 
from the trades. This would on the other hand lead to a trading fee, which would either have to be covered 
in full by the auction participants or lead to an added cost for the TSOs.  

 

3.2.2.3 Effect on the TSOs 

Auctioning off EPADs will impose new tasks and risks on the TSOs. The TSOs would obtain a financial 
position in EPADs as a consequence of the auction. This position could be risk managed by people 
internally in the TSOs. The TSOs is already exposed towards the congestion rents, and it can be argued that 
EPAD risk and congestion risk will to some extent balance out, but they are not a perfect hedge to one 
another as the EPAD is exposed to the differential between the day-ahead system price and the area-price of 
the bidding zone while the congestion rent is exposed to the differential between two area-prices of the 
bidding zones.  

If the TSOs are the counterparty to the financial trades, the TSOs will face new tasks. The TSOs would 
have to setup a function to risk manage the positions. The EPAD organisation would have to be separated 
with Chinese walls from the rest of the TSO organisation, to ensure that the TSOs do not trade on inside 
information. Another risk would be the loss of confidence in the TSOs. It is a risk that the market 
participants don’t trust the Chinese walls thereby eroding the confidence in the TSOs primary task which is 
to facilitate the energy markets in a non-discriminatory way for the interest of the entire society.  

The financial trades will also impose new regulation on the TSOs. Financial instruments as EPADs are 
regulated under MiFID II and EMIR. The TSOs have enlisted the help of an external law firm Bech-Bruun 
to conduct a legal investigation of the required regulations. The conclusion is that the TSOs would be 
regulated by EMIR, but there is a strong likelihood that the TSOs could be exempted from MiFID II under 
Article 2(1)(n). There is however some uncertainty in this exemption due to insecurities around what it 
means to operate a secondary market, which is one of the things that are not allowed if applying for this 
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exemption. It would ultimately be a discussion between the TSOs and the competent financial regulatory 
authorities to assess whether or not this exemption applies, however the assessment by the TSOs and the 
external law firm is that there is a strong likelihood of TSOs not being regulated under MiFID II.  

Trading EPAD would therefore require the TSOs to comply with the EMIR regulation, which is not the 
case for the TSOs with the current setup. Other financial regulation that the TSOs would have to comply 
with relates to market abuse (MAR) and insider trading. It is assumed to be quite costly to establish a 
trading function within the TSOs with all the measures in terms of Risk Management, separation of duties 
and compliance that this would entail. 

 

3.2.3 Auction EPAD combos 

Auctioning off EPAD combos also ensures the hedging opportunities. An EPAD combo differs from the 
traditional EPAD because it is a combination of two different EPADs. An EPAD combo is essentially a 
spread between area-prises of two bidding zones. When auctioning off an EPAD combo the TSOs auction 
off a sell position in EPADs in one bidding zone and a buy position in EPADs in another bidding zone, so 
the volume of the buy and sell side are symmetrical. While a traditional EPAD gives an exposure to the 
differential between the day-ahead system price and the day-ahead area-price of the bidding zone of the 
EPAD, an EPAD combo gives an exposure to the differential between the area-prices of two bidding zones 
instead. The EPAD combo resembles an FTR-obligation  for both the TSO and market participants. In an 
FTR-obligation the buyer is settled to the difference between the area-prices of two bidding zones both 
when the spread is positive as well as negative, this means that the buyer can either receive money or pay 
depending on the differences in the area-prices of the areas in the contract. This is exactly the same payoff 
structure of an EPAD combo. 

The practical implementation of an EPAD combo auction would be the same as for an EPAD auction. It is 
assumed that clearing via the exchanges is the most efficient, as the TSOs will eliminate counterparty risk 
towards the auction participants. The TSOs would need to determine the relevant products, tenors, 
frequencies and volumes of the auction. 

The market need would decide whether to sell or to buy in a specific area. As the EPAD combos consists of 
two EPAD contracts and both markets have to be taken into consideration, the EPAD combos are not as 
flexible for both market participants and the TSOs as auctioning single EPADs would be. Theoretically it 
could be possible for market participants to only bid on one side in an EPAD combo auction, i.e. either buy 
or sell an EPAD contract, and the bid is only accepted if a corresponding volume on the opposite side also 
is bid in. Another way is to have separate auctions in each bidding zone with the volume of the auction 
fixed and dependent on each other. However the prices will then differ on the selling and buying side and 
there can be a need for conditions regarding the pricing of the two auctions. 

 

3.2.3.1 Effect on hedging opportunities in the market 

The EPAD combo has the same advantage as EPADs namely that it has the possibility to increase liquidity 
in the regular EPAD market if the EPAD combos are traded in the secondary market, which is possible as 
the EPAD combo consists of two already listed products. For the EPAD combo product to be effective 
there would need to be two bidding zones that have opposite problems in terms of need of buying and 
selling volumes. 

If a TSO decides to create an EPAD combo that contains EPADs outside its own bidding zone, this would 
be possible without coordination with the TSO of the outside bidding zone. It is however important to 
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coordinate with the other TSOs to make sure, that the proposed EPAD combo does not create new issues in 
the bidding zone outside the TSOs own bidding zone. An example of this could be an EPAD combo in DK2 
and SE4. If Energinet wanted to support the DK2 market by selling EPADs in DK2 and buying them in 
SE4, this could potentially create an issue for the market participants in SE4 and thereby Affärsverket 
Svenska kraftnät. In the time of writing NRA’s have evaluated that SE4 has enough liquidity to cover the 
buying interest from consumption in SE4 however it could tip the balance if Energinet also wanted to buy 
large amounts of SE4 EPADs. This would essentially shift the liquidity issue from DK2 to SE4, which is 
not desirable.  

Another example of EPAD combos shifting the liquidity risk is auctioning of EPAD combos between DK1 
and SE3. This could shift the entire liquidity towards SE3. The reason for this is that it shifts the exposure 
from one bidding zone to another. Let us assume that a consumer has bought an EPAD combo that consists 
of a buy in DK1 and a sell in SE3. Before the EPAD combo was purchased the customer had a need to buy 
a hedge consisting of a financial system price contract and a DK1 EPAD contract. After the EPAD combo 
is purchased the consumer in DK1 now has hedged the price risk in DK1, but is left with a price risk in 
SE3. In this case the EPAD combo would shift the consumer’s market interest from a buy in DK1 to a buy 
in SE3. The risk in this case is that EPAD combos would consolidate EPAD trading on the exchanges to 
fewer bidding zones. In this case it would not make sense to spend resources on maintaining a local market 
for DK1 outside the EPAD combo auctions. It is far from a certain consequence of EPAD combos, but the 
behaviour effects would need to be investigated and followed closely if such a product is introduced.  

All in all it is uncertain if EPAD combos will increase liquidity in the desired bidding zone or simply shift 
the liquidity problems to other bidding zones. This all depends on behavioural changes as well as the spill 
over effects into secondary markets.  

 

3.2.3.2 Costs 

As for the EPAD combo auction the TSOs would be exposed to costs which they have not previously had 
to manage this relates to counterparty exposure, compliance with financial regulation and risk management. 

The profit loss risk is slightly different for the EPAD combos in comparison to the EPADs. EPAD combos 
are exposed to the price differential between area-pries of two bidding zones and resemble FTR-obligations. 
This means that the volatility is expected to be lower due to the correlation between the Nordic bidding 
zones, and also the payoff should resemble congestion rents more closely. 

 

3.2.3.3 Effect on the TSOs 

When auctioning off EPAD combos, the TSOs would face the same new tasks as with an EPAD auction. 
For EPAD Combos Chinese walls would also be necessary as the TSOs would have to ensure that no 
trading or risk management was done on the basis of inside information. The TSOs will further need to 
comply with financial regulation and the risk that a trading function would erode the confidence in the 
TSOs is the same for EPAD combos as for regular EPADs. 

 

3.2.4 Buying/selling EPADs through a service provider 

The term service provider is used to denote an entity that performs the actual act of trading in the market on 
behalf of the TSOs. This product is in some ways similar to the auctioning of EPADs but differs in terms of 
the role of the TSOs. 
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The buying or selling of EPADs can be structured as a single EPAD interest as well as a EPAD combo 
solution where a buy in one bidding zone is offset by a sell in another bidding zone. The EPAD combo 
solution reduces the financial risk to a bidding zone spread risk, which more closely resembles the 
congestion rents.  

 

3.2.4.1 Effect on hedging opportunities in the market 

The setup with a service provider has the added benefit of not concentrating market liquidity around a 
certain time e.g. the time of the auctions. The service provider should trade EPADs over a given time 
period in order to make sure that liquidity is spread out ensuring a more continuous liquidity in the market.  

This service provider product would like the auctioning of EPAD product create more liquidity in the 
market by adding trading interest to the markets. Depending on the market structure in regards to the share 
of speculative agents versus hedging agents, adding interest to the market could have a multiplier effect. 
This depends on how many of the EPADs are resold from the original buyers.  

In order to establish a service provider agreement a public tender would need to be issued. The tender needs 
to deal with potential conflicts of interest from the service provider. It would be fair to assume that 
commercial market participants who already trade in the Nordic financial markets would bid into the 
tender. In this case it is crucial to make sure that the hedging and speculative business is separated from the 
activities in this tender. The commercial market participant must not gain any inside information from the 
tender. Inside information could be but is not limited to the knowledge of the intended timing of the TSOs 
trading, the knowledge of the intended volumes and the knowledge of the total position of the TSOs at any 
given time. Some of this information can be made public e.g. the intended trading volumes and tenors, but 
specific trading behaviour such as timing is difficult to make completely public. Also it is essential that the 
service provider cannot make use of the TSOs trades to optimize its own portfolio, thereby giving the 
service provider a competitive advantage from the tender. It would be the task of some regulatory authority 
to control the agreement and the on-going operational tasks in the agreement to make sure that no 
advantage is gained by performing this task on behalf of the TSOs.  

 

3.2.4.2 Costs 

If the TSOs do not have a trading unit the TSOs would accept the profit/loss of the EPAD trades done by 
the service provider without further risk management measures. If no optimization of the EPAD trades is 
done the only way the service provider product differs in cost from the auctioning of EPAD is the service 
provider cost. In this product a service provider would be paid to undertake the trading function. This could 
however be compared to the potential cost of having an exchange perform the auctions. The cost would be 
known to the TSOs for the full duration of the tender, as this will be the only price parameter in the tender. 
If optimization of the EPAD trades is done, then the TSOs will face a cost of establishing a trading unit, and 
separating it from the rest of the TSOs business. 

Since the trades would be done on behalf of the TSOs the trades should be done via the TSOs exchange 
account in order to eliminate counterparty risk towards the service provider. This means that the TSOs 
would need to establish a trading account if it does not already have this. 

Regarding the risk of financial losses this is deemed to be smaller than with the auctioning of EPADs. This 
is due to the fact that the EPADs are traded on a continuous basis, and it is assumed to be easier to spot 
when the market is saturated, and perhaps have a clause in the contract to reduce volumes in such a 
situation.  
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3.2.4.3 Effect on the TSOs 

The principle of buying/selling EPADs through a service provider is that, the TSOs outsource the market 
participation to an external party. This has the effect that the TSOs does not have to worry about trading on 
inside information, as the actual trading activity is done outside the TSOs. It can be discussed if the TSOs 
would still need a setup to ensure that volumes are not set to reflect the interest of the TSOs, since the TSOs 
will be affected financially by the trades. It is however assumed to be a lot like the current tasks of the 
TSOs, where the TSOs is entrusted with tasks where the main driver behind the decision making is social 
economic welfare. The TSOs have been able to navigate such potential conflicts of interests before, and it is 
assumed that they will also be able to do this when setting volumes for the service provider.  

The treatment of the positions after initial trading will decide the need for a trading unit. If the positions are 
optimized in order to limit the loss of the TSOs, then a trading unit which is separate from the TSOs other 
activities is needed. The actual trading would still be done via the service provider the trading unit would 
only be responsible for setting the hedging strategy to be executed by the service provider. 

In this setup the TSOs would still hold a financial position as was the case with the auctioning of EPADs. 
This means that the TSOs would take on new financial risk and the service provider agreement would most 
likely not solve EMIR considerations of trading EPADs. The TSOs would still be the owner of the financial 
contracts, which would impose financial regulation on the TSOs except for MiFID II.  The EMIR reporting 
can probably be done by the service provider. This means that the service provider product gets rid of much 
of the implementation of financial regulation for the TSOs, however it does not remove it completely, this 
is due to the fact that the service provider would have to live up to financial regulation, and especially MAR 
is an issue, as it will be almost impossible to prevent the service provider from gaining a competitive 
advantage from the service provider agreement.  

 

3.3 Legal analysis  

Additional to the analysis of potential products a legal assessment has been done on the proposed products 
in order to ensure that TSOs can legally use the products. For the auctioning of EPADs the investigation 
has centred around the financial regulation and the ability of the TSOs to trade in the financial forward 
markets. For the Market Maker product the investigation has concentrated on state-aid and procurement 
considerations. Lastly cost recovery via congestion rents has been assessed. The legal analysis has been 
done via internal legal counsel combined with external legal counsel, via the external law firm, Bech-
Bruun. 

The EPAD products all have in common that it was unclear to what extent that TSOs were allowed to trade 
in the financial markets and take on financial positions as well as to what extent financial regulation would 
extend to TSOs. This has been investigated in cooperation with the external law firm.  

 

3.3.1 TSOs in the financial market 

In order to evaluate the legality of TSOS trading in the financial market the Market Directive 2009/72/EC, 
Regulation no 714/2009 and Regulation 2016/1719 Guide Line on Forward Capacity Allocation have been 
taken into consideration.  

Overall it has been assessed that trading EPADs in order to support financial markets under the FCA 
Regulation is within the legal framework of a TSO. TSOs are expected to contribute to the facilitation of a 
genuine internal market for electricity. The decisions by the NRAs show that the lack of liquidity in the 
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Danish bidding zones is an obstacle to the internal market, thus the purpose of the products suggested by 
the TSOs is to facilitate the internal market.  

Furthermore the FCA Regulation has the objective to provide the market with efficient long-term cross-
zonal hedging opportunities, and it is under this legislation that the TSOs have been asked by NRAs to 
support the financial markets. In the FCA Regulation it is clearly stated that other products than long-term 
transmission rights can be used for the purpose of supporting the functioning of the wholesale electricity 
markets and it has not been defined which products are allowed when referring to other products.  

Due to the considerations above it has been assessed that trading financial products like EPADs to support 
the liquidity in the financial markets does not violate any regulation, and is therefore an option that TSOs 
are free to pursue if deemed the most socioeconomic efficient way to support the liquidity. 

 

3.3.2 TSOs to comply with MiFID II regulation 

In regards to EPAD products it has also been a question whether TSOs will have to comply with MiFID II 
regulation. This question has also been assessed in cooperation with the external law firm. The basis for 
assessing the question is Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments.  

First it was assessed if EPADs constitute a financial product and thus is governed by MiFID II. EPADs are 
purely financial products and commodity derivatives which are covered by MiFID II. As such TSOs trading 
EPADs would become subject to MiFID II, however is has also been assessed that TSOs would be able to 
claim exemption to MiFID II under Article 2(1)(n).  In order to claim this exemption TSOs have to fulfil 
three conditions; First condition is that the activity is performed subject to the Market Directive, which has 
been assessed to be fulfilled. Second condition that has to be fulfilled is that activities are only carried out 
in commodity markets. EPADs are purely commodity derivatives which is why the second condition is also 
fulfilled. Third condition is that TSOs cannot operate a secondary market or a secondary platform. The 
requirement of not operating a secondary market is not defined in MiFID II, and there is no operational 
guidance on the area. Due to the lack of clarity it is difficult to be certain that this condition is fulfilled, 
however it has been assessed that it is very likely that the condition is fulfilled. All three conditions are 
therefore satisfied and it has therefore been assessed that TSOs trading EPADs to support the liquidity 
under the FCA Regulation are not subject to MiFID II. 

 

3.3.3 TSOs possibilities in a tender 

In relation to the Market Maker product, it has been investigated what regulations TSOs would have to 
adhere to. One of the concerns around the Market Maker product is the risk of splitting the already low 
liquidity to several exchanges. It has thus been investigated if a TSO is able to define the venue for a 
Market Maker.  

This investigation has been done internally in the procurement departments within the TSOs. The 
regulation that has been considered is the Directive on procurement by entities operating in the water, 
energy, transport and postal services sectors 2014/25/EU.  

Given this regulation TSOs cannot specify on which market platform the Market Maker supplies the 
services. In the tender TSOs can specify some requirements e.g. in terms of accessibility of the given 
platform that has to be satisfied, however it will be up to the winner of the tender on the Market Maker 
service to decide the market platform within the given limitations set by the requirements in the tender. This 
has the effect that TSOs are not able to eliminate the potential liquidity split in the Market Maker product. 
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3.3.4 TSOs to use congestion rents 

The last area of the legal investigation is congestion rents. TSOs were in doubt about what costs congestion 
rents can be used to cover. The assessment of congestion rents has been done in cooperation with the 
external law firm and it has been assessed if congestion rents can be used to cover products that do not 
directly involve long-term transmission rights.  

The two regulations used to investigate this question is regulation no 714/2009 and regulation 2016/1719 
Guide Line on Forward Capacity Allocation.  

Regulation no 714/2009 states that congestion rents can be used in relation to;  

i) guaranteeing the actual availability of the allocated capacity;  
ii) maintaining or increasing interconnection capacities through network investments, or  
iii) if approved by the NRAs up to a maximum amount.  

It is difficult to argue that EPAD trading or supporting a Market Maker will fall under these provisions 
allowing congestion rent as a method of cost recovery. It is the assessment that congestion rents cannot be 
used to cover EPAD trading or the Market Maker product. According to the FCA Regulation Article 58 
cost recovery should happen via tariffs, which should be approved by the NRAs. However it is also noted 
that there is no clear and consistent practise across Europe in terms of how to handle congestion rents and 
cost recovery. It is however the assessment of the external law firm that cost recovery for the EPAD and 
Market Maker product should happen via tariffs. 

 

3.4 Input from the market participants  

On September 12, 2017 Affärsverket Svenska kraftnät and Energinet hosted a workshop for market 
participants in Copenhagen. The purpose of the workshop was to involve market participants in the idea 
generation for possible products, as well as to get feedback on the already identified products. The 
invitation went out broadly amongst Nordic market participants; however the participation was mainly from 
Danish market participants.  

At the workshop Energinet and Affärsverket Svenska kraftnät presented the following four products: 
- Auction EPADs 
- Auction EPAD combos 
- Support Market Maker 
- EPAD trading via service provider 

 

3.4.1 The products 

In general the three products surrounding EPADs all were met by the same feedback. Market participants 
were worried about the conflict of interest that trading EPADs might create for the TSOs. Market 
participants pointed out that there was a big risk of losing trust in the TSOs as being neutral if EPAD 
trading was the chosen product. An additional point was the large financial risk that trading EPADs might 
imply. One market participant pointed out that the TSOs perhaps could buy and sell the same amount of 
EPADs to avoid the financial positions and the conflict of interest. It was evaluated to be difficult to buy 
and sell the same amount in practise, as market participants then would need to know if they had bought 
and sold the same amount of EPADs to price their bids correctly. Of the different EPAD products it was 
evaluated that trading EPADs via a service provider was the least preferable, as it would be extremely hard 
to avoid giving the winner of the service provider tender inside information. 
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The Market Maker product was widely supported by market participants, as that product would secure a 
market for hedgers and possibly attract new market participants. New market participants could be attracted 
due to the fact that a Market Maker would ensure conditions for entering and exiting positions. Market 
participants highlighted that the terms of the Market Maker would need to ensure market availability at a 
reasonable spread, and with the risk in the Danish markets this could be quite expensive, but overall it was 
agreed that supporting a Market Maker could help the liquidity in the Danish markets. 

Market participants also mentioned increasing the supply of long-term transmission rights towards the 
continent as a possible product. Especially for DK2 it was viewed as important that capacity on long-term 
transmission rights in the northbound direction was given, as the risk of high prices in this area is seen as 
significant and difficult to hedge, which could be solved by long-term transmission rights. It was agreed 
that increase of long-term transmission rights could help the hedging need in the Danish market.  

One Swedish market indicated that they were generally in favour of EPAD trading done by the TSOs. It 
was though clear from the workshop that this was not the opinion of more market participants. After the 
workshop a few more Swedish market participants have answered the TSOs that they also prefer the EPAD 
products but have not provided any argumentation for the opinion.  

 

3.4.2 The implementation 

Market participants mentioned that supporting liquidity in the Danish bidding zones could be relatively 
expensive, and that it is important with a stepwise implementation to ensure no over-implementation of any 
product. The market participants questioned how it would be evaluated if the introduced product improved 
the liquidity and then argued that due to the uncertainty around evaluations, that implementation should be 
done stepwise. 

 

3.5 Long-term transmission rights  

Long-term transmission rights is a product whereby the TSOs sell the right to physically transfer a certain 
volume of electricity in a certain period of time between two bidding zones in a specific direction (Physical 
transmission right). Alternatively the holder can give the right back to the TSO for use in the day-ahead 
market coupling and receive the price difference if this is positive in the specific period between two 
bidding zones in the specific direction. If the price difference is negative in the specific period between two 
bidding zones in the specific direction, the holder of the right will receive 0 EUR/MWh. (Financial 
transmission right). From the markets perspective long-term transmission rights can help move price 
exposure from one bidding zone to another. Long-term transmission rights can be either physical or 
financial, however due to market coupling there is no significant difference between physical or financial 
long-term transmission rights.  

 
3.5.1 Effect on hedging opportunities in the market 

Long-term transmission rights will not as with the EPAD products increase the EPADs directly in the 
market. This is on the other hand also not the aim of the TSOs. The TSOs shall ensure arrangement that 
increases the risk hedging opportunities in the two Danish markets. Long-term transmission rights increase 
the liquidity in the markets by moving price exposure from an illiquid market to a more liquid market. The 
two Danish bidding zones are connected to the German market. The German forward market is considered 
to be the most liquid financial market in Europe, which is why moving price exposure from an illiquid 
Danish bidding zone to the very liquid German market can be a solution. This means that the hedger does 
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not need to face the large transaction costs that are created by the big spreads in the EPADs for illiquid 
markets.  

 
3.5.2 Costs 

For the TSOs the sale of long-term transmission rights can potential mean a loss of congestion income. This 
loss of income happens when the auction prices clears at a lower price than the congestion income, which is 
called underselling. It is expected that hedgers would be willing to pay a risk premium for an long-term 
transmission right to be able to hedge their price risk, while speculators are only willing to buy the long-
term transmission right if the auction price is lower than the expected congestion income.  

 
3.5.3 Effect on the TSOs 

For Energinet long-term transmission rights does not imply a new setup. Energinet already auctions off 
long-term transmission rights on the German borders as well as on the Great-Belt interconnector. This 
means that increasing supply of the long-term transmission rights is relatively straight forward. However as 
some borders are shared this requires an agreement with the TSO that owns the other part of the border. 
Financial regulation is not a concern for the long-term transmission rights for either physical or financial 
delivery. This is due to the fact that long-term transmission rights are exempted from financial regulation in 
the primary market.  

 

3.6 The economic evaluation 

To evaluate the economic efficiency for the products the costs have been evaluated. Since all the products 
examined by the TSOs have been evaluated to be able to support the hedging opportunities in DK1 and 
DK2 and the TSOs have not been able to argue that one product would ensure more hedging opportunities 
than the others, the socioeconomic of all products have been estimated.  

The costs of each of the products will be estimated and will be used to ensure that the proposed product 
establishes socioeconomic efficient hedging opportunities for producers and consumers. 

 

3.6.1 EPAD auction products 

EPAD trading has both quantifiable cost as well as possible cost in terms of loss of trust in the TSO. TSOs 
see the possible loss of trust as a serious issue, and one that is highly undesirable. This possible loss of trust 
is unquantifiable, but must be highlighted as a strong deterrent to choosing this product.  

On the quantifiable side, EPAD trading must be separated from the normal TSO business. If the service 
provider product is disregarded on grounds of the difficulty of ensuring that the service provider does not 
gain a competitive advantage from the service the TSOs would need to have some form of organisation to 
handle the EPAD trading – this could be risk management, analytics and so on. It has been evaluated that a 
setup with 4-5 FTE’s is the minimum requirement when having to separate the EPAD trading from the rest 
of the TSO business to avoid insider trading and fulfil the MAR regulation. The expected cost of 
maintaining a separated trading function is valued at 600.000 EUR per year, and this disregards potential IT 
licensing.  

Apart from the cost of maintaining the separate trading setup a financial risk is also added to the TSOs 
portfolio. It can be difficult to estimate the risk however when looking at the average monthly risk 
premiums from January 2016 to July 2017 an indication of the cost is given. 
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SYARH SYCPH 

0,11 EUR/MWh 0,73 EUR/MWh 

The mean values above masks some significant variations; however removing extreme values does not 
change the picture significantly. It is easy to see that some bidding zones are more costly for the TSOs in 
terms of risk premiums than others. This could be a sign of low liquidity that has the effect that there is not 
enough trades for the market to trade the price closer to the “real” market price, or it could be a sign that the 
uncertainty in the bidding zone is rather large leaving the risk premium large as well, which also means that 
it is very uncertain if this will remain the picture if liquidity is increased by auctions from the TSOs. 
However these numbers gives an indication of the loss a TSO can expect from auctioning EPADs. 

A worst case scenario is a scenario, where the market participants are extremely good at predicting fair 
value of the EPADs and competition is low thus price does not converge towards fair value. In this situation 
the market participants bidding into the auction would have a very good idea of the value of the EPAD, and 
would thus not buy the EPAD if it was not to their advantage, which always would give the TSOs a loss. 
This would entail that a simple average would underestimate the cost faced by the TSOs. If the market 
participants are so good at estimating the value, then it could be argued that the real cost would be better 
reflected by the average of the absolute values of the risk premiums, as this would represent a situation 
where the TSOs always loses on the trades. The table below shows the average monthly risk premiums 
absolute values, which is assumed to be the worst case scenario. 

SYARH SYCPH 

0,88 EUR/MWh 1,45 EUR/MWh 

 
If 200 MW of an EPAD for DK1 and 200 MW of an EPAD for DK2 were auctioned, then the total cost 
during a year would in the first scenario be: 
 

200�� ∗ 8760ℎ ∗ 0,11
��

��ℎ
+ 200�� ∗ 8760ℎ ∗ 0,73

��

��ℎ
+ 600.000�� = 2.071.680	�� 

 
However for the worst case scenario the cost would be: 
 

200�� ∗ 8760ℎ ∗ 0,88
��

��ℎ
+ 200�� ∗ 8760ℎ ∗ 1,45

��

��ℎ
+ 600.000�� = 4.682.160	�� 

 
 

3.6.2 Market Maker product 

The cost of the Market Maker product has been estimated with the help of the market participants. A 
questionnaire was sent to market participants to specify the terms for a possible Market Maker. The 
responses received were compiled and formed the basis for the indicative terms. The indicative terms were 
sent out to market participants who indicated that they could be interested in participating in a tender for a 
Market Maker and they were asked to give an indicative price on the terms provided. This resulted in an 
expected cost of the Market Maker product of 100.000 - 150.000 EUR per month per market. This adds up 
to a total yearly cost between: 
 

100.000	�� ∗ 12 ∗ 2 = 2.400.000	��										���								150.000	�� ∗ 12 ∗ 2 = 3.600.000	�� 
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The cost would be fixed and thus not entail a risk like the EPAD products.  

The terms that the prices were based on are indicative which is also true for the prices themselves. The 
TSOs received some feedback on the terms, and it has been concluded that if the Market Maker product is 
chosen then the terms should be revisited to ensure that the most optimal terms are set in regards to cost and 
benefit for the market. This optimisation of terms is not expected to change the price and thus the cost 
significantly.  

 

3.6.3 Long-term transmission right product 

The cost of increasing long-term transmission rights is difficult to estimate just like the EPAD products. 
The long-term transmission right auction in itself would not bring any additional costs to Energinet, as 
long-term transmission right auctions on the Danish borders, DK1-DE, DK2-DE and DK1-DK2 already 
exist. From experience TSOs know that a new border will cost less than 100.000 EUR per year to establish. 
The cost will be further affected by whether or not the TSOs already uses JAO for the long term auctions, 
in that case the cost will be less than 50.000 EUR per year. The financial risk for long-term transmission 
rights is the risk of underselling. Underselling is defined as an auction income which is less than the 
realised congestion income from the day-ahead market, which would have been gained by the TSOs if no 
long-term transmission rights had been sold. The risk of underselling is estimated to be more or less linear 
and depends on the volume sold in the auctions. 

Calculations for an estimated cost have been done using historical underselling percentages as well as a 
worst case expectation. The estimated cost is the total for the Kontek-interconnector (DK2-DE), the DK1-
DE interconnector and the Great-Belt-interconnector (DK1-DK2). In order to make it comparable to the 
EPAD products the figures entail a sale of 200 MW of long-term transmission rights in both directions for 
all three interconnectors. The expected cost is 800.000 EUR, while the worst case cost is 1.700.000 EUR. It 
is important to note that the volume is chosen purely to compare to the EPAD products, and does not reflect 
the expected volume that the TSOs intent to auction on the borders.  

From the estimated costs above it can be seen that long-term transmission rights are more cost effective 
than the EPAD trading products. The Market Maker product is not directly comparable in cost to the other 
two alternatives, as it is a fixed cost without risk but on the other hand very inflexible. 

 

3.7 Other restrictions for liquidity 

When consulting market participants on the reasons behind the low liquidity they strongly point towards the 
financial regulation as a barrier for many companies who would like to be active traders in the Nordic 
markets. Other barriers than financial regulation also exists like the netting between production and 
consumption.  

After the financial crisis regulation of the financial sector has increased to set obstacles for a new crisis 
developing like the previous. The financial regulation has previously held some exemptions for power 
traders, one such exemption relates to EMIR. When EMIR first came into force The European Securities 
and Markets Authorities (ESMA) decided to exempt non-financial firm’s use of non-collateralised bank 
guarantees to cover transactions in energy derivatives cleared by European central counterparties (CCPs). 
This exemption has not been extended which has had the effect that from March 15, 2016 bank guarantees 
have to be fully collateralised to cover transactions relating to electricity or natural gas. As bank guarantees 
have to be backed by liquid collateral this de facto means that bank guarantees are no longer an option to 
post as collateral, instead the collateral will be posted in cash. The effects of the change in regulation are 
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already seen in the market where the Nordic products have moved from Deferred Settlement forward 
contracts to futures. In futures trading any positive or negative market value is settled on a daily basis with 
cash or cash-equivalent collateral. According to Finish Energy this has meant that several smaller market 
participants have withdrawn from the exchange traded market and moved to bilateral trading17. The reason 
for the withdrawal from the exchange is higher administration costs due to daily settlement as well as the 
liquidity risk that follows from the cash collateral.  

The EMIR regulation also includes the obligation to centrally clear certain classes of Over The Counter 
(OTC) derivatives through a CPP. The clearing obligation comes into force when a company exceeds 
clearing thresholds. This means that companies either have to prioritize the OTC derivatives they trade, to 
ensure that they stay below the threshold, or clear the derivatives. The Nordic Association for Energy 
Traders (NAET) has pointed out that this can be a hindrance to market participation and thus a hindrance to 
liquidity in the Nordic markets. NAET has suggested removing the clearing threshold in order to support 
the Nordic financial markets. The removal of the threshold would remove the need to prioritize OTC 
trading in order to stay under the clearing threshold, and thus could imply more market participants entering 
into the Nordic financial power market. Changes to the requirements under EMIR are however not 
something the TSOs can influence.  

Another hindrance for liquidity is internal netting. Some companies with end-consumer activities also own 
production assets. This has the effect that the forward sales that the company makes towards end-consumers 
does not get hedged on the exchanges as the production assets already hedge the consumption. This reduces 
liquidity on the exchange. The same can be the case for companies without production assets. These 
companies can strive to build their portfolios in such a manner that production and consumption portfolios 
are relatively balanced. This means that it is only residual production or consumption that needs hedging on 
the exchanges, which significantly reduces exchange liquidity. In Denmark this can account for some of the 
liquidity issues. The major traders like Dong, Energi Danmark, NEAS Energy and Danske Commodities all 
have either production assets or production portfolios which to some extent reduce the need to trade on the 
exchanges and thus reduce liquidity on the exchanges. This integration of activities is not something that 
the TSO can influence with any initiatives under the FCA Regulation. 

 

4. The suggested product 

It is suggested to introduce an increased supply of long-term transmission rights on the Danish borders 
towards the continent and on the internal Great-Belt interconnector. The reason for this is that long-term 
transmission rights takes advantage of an already existing setup, which makes the implementation easier. In 
addition to this the supply of long-term transmission rights is easy to adjust from one month to the other in 
order to find the level that is needed to support the liquidity in the financial markets. This means that the 
long-term transmission right product has the lowest risk of over-implementation and the lowest risk of high 
costs compared to the benefit of the product. Further to this long-term transmission rights ensure that TSOs 
can fulfil their obligation to ensure risk hedging opportunities.   

In order to ensure increased capacity the long-term transmission rights towards the continent are changed 
from the current physical transmission rights (PTR’s) to financial transmission rights (FTR’s). This is to 
ensure that the supply of long-term transmission rights is not adversely affected by physical problems 
regarding congestion on the borders.   

                                                           
17

 https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/com-2017-208/feedback/F1906_en. 
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As shown above long-term transmission rights does not have a higher cost than any of the other proposed 
products. The cost of long-term transmission rights is uncertain, however if the cost is high due to 
underselling this could indicate that the need for hedging is satisfied and the supply could be adjusted. The 
reasoning behind concluding that a large cost due to underselling could indicate satisfied hedging needs is, 
that hedgers typically would not mind paying a premium to reduce their risk, thus underselling is not 
expected. If on the other hand speculators dominate the clearing price then they would only want to buy the 
long-term transmission rights if there is an expected profit and thus underselling for the TSOs. This means 
that persistent large underselling could indicate that speculators are price setters and that hedging needs are 
fulfilled. This could be mitigated by lowering the supply to a more suitable level, and this adjustment to 
find the right level can be a continuous process which can adapt as the markets undergo changes.   

The TSOs as such do not receive a bill for the cost related to long-term transmission rights, the cost comes 
in the form of lost income from congestion rents if the auction price is lower than congestion rents. This 
means that choosing long-term transmission rights avoids potential liquidity issues in terms of adjusting 
tariffs. Tariffs cannot be adjusted dynamically, and are agreed on a yearly basis, on the basis of a price 
forecast, due to the uncertain nature of the cost of EPADs, this could be difficult to account for, in this 
respect the predictability of the cost of the market maker is preferable if costs would have to be recovered 
via tariffs.  

In summary long-term transmission rights have been chosen due to the following points 

- Known setup 
- Flexible solution 
- Lowest risk of over implementation 
- Most cost efficient 
- Ensures TSOs live up to obligation to ensure hedging possibilities 
- Connecting illiquid DK markets to very liquid DE market 
- Trust in TSOs are not affected like with the EPAD products 
- No risk of splitting EPAD products on more exchanges as with the Market Maker product 

 

5. The implementation 

Some of the coming developments in the energy markets such as the introduction of the COBRA-
interconnector between Denmark and Netherlands and the capacity calculation method pursuant to Article 
10 in the FCA Regulation will undoubtedly influence the financial markets and thus the products described 
above. Due to the changing environment, the solutions need to be flexible enough, that they can be adjusted 
to accommodate smaller impacts, as well as relatively easily removed if the market requires it.  

Further the TSOs do not aim to undermine the markets ability to solve issues by itself. Only when the 
market cannot solve issues and it has an adverse effect on end-customers would it be justified for the TSOs 
to intervene if so decided by the concerned NRAs. As also described above the supporting of liquidity in 
the Danish bidding zones could be relatively expensive, and since there is some uncertainty around 
evaluations of the improvements of liquidity in the financial market the implementation should be done 
stepwise to be able to ensure no over-implementation and a socioeconomic efficient establishment of the 
product to ensure risk hedging opportunities.  

The implementation should be monitored continuous to ensure that the Arrangements for hedging 
opportunities remains the most socioeconomic efficient product to ensure risk hedging opportunities in the 
two Danish markets. The competent NRAs shall at least every 4 years perform an assessment of the risk 
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hedging opportunities in the financial market and thereby evaluate the Arrangements for hedging 
opportunities set by Energinet.  

Pursuant to Article 30(6) of the FCA Regulation the implementation of the Arrangements for hedging 
opportunities shall be implemented no later than 6 months after the approval by competent NRAs. The 
competent NRAs may extend the implementation time upon request from relevant TSOs by a period no 
more than 6 months.  

The increase of supply of long-term transmission rights on the borders towards the continent and on the 
internal Great-Belt interconnector shall coincide with the auction calendar as coordinated and published by 
the Single Allocation Platform, when in place and until then JAO. Since the product of long-term 
transmission rights will be changed from PTR to FTR, and the FCA Regulation do not allow the auctioning 
of both PTR and FTR at the same time the increase will be completed no later than the next yearly auction 
after the approval of the Arrangements for hedging opportunities.  

 

 


